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‘Classic’: A book which people praise  

and don’t read.

 

 – Mark Twain



Xxx.

1300
 
 
• 

~ 1390 
Canterbury Tales 
Geoffrey Chaucer

First printing press 
for mass printing 

• 
~ 1440 

 

Jeanne d’Arc 
burned 

• 
1431 

 

The plague  
arrives in Europe 

• 
1347 

 

 
 
• 

~ 1307–21 
Divine Comedy 
Dante Alighieri

Plot
The narrator Dante travels through the here
after – more precisely, through the three Realms 
of the Dead. From hell he goes to purgatory, 
and from there, on to heaven, though we don’t 
really know why. The story begins with Dante’s 
search for the meaning of life, during which he 
meets in a forest the spirit of the Roman poet 
Virgil. He leads Dante through hell and purga
tory. From there, Dante’s childhood sweetheart, 
Béatrice, takes over because Virgil is not allo
wed to go to heaven (because: heathen). It ends 
when Dante sees the Triune God.

Facts
1: The story consists of 14 233 verses.
2: It is much more complicated than stated 
above: Dante meets a whole troupe of characters 
(and not just for a casual chat): Cleopatra, Attila, 
Thomas Aquinas, they’re all there. And there’s 
not a line without symbolism or metaphors.
3: The Divine Comedy is no cushy read for a 
rainy Sunday afternoon. You might even say that 
it’s practically impossible to read.
4: It is the most important work in Italian litera
ture – no less because Alighieri was the first to 
write in Italian instead of Latin.
5: Alighieri is pronounced Aligyeahry. 

Trivia
Dante named his work simply La Commedia. 
‘Divina’ was added later added by Giovanni 
Boccaccio as a sign of adoration.

Getting started with Dante
Try the comic of the Divine Comedy: USAmerican 
Seymour Chwast has made a graphic novel  
out of the story: weird, humorous, surprising 
and aweless (Dante looks like Peter Sellers as  
Inspector Clouseau). It lacks Dante’s beautiful 
language but you understand what it’s about. 
And for enigma fans, there is Inferno by Dan 
Brown with a ton of allusions to Dante.

About Alighieri
At the age of nine, Dante Alighieri (1265–1321) 
sees Béatrice, who is around the same age, for 
the first time. It’s love at first sight. He doesn’t 
meet her again until nine years later. She waves 
to him, after which Dante is even more in love 
and, above all, full of inspiration, and writes the 
work Vita Nova about his great love, Béatrice. 
She becomes his muse, though he has only seen 
her twice. And the number 9 remains important 
for all of his work.

DANTE ALIGHIERI

Divine Comedy
La Divina Commedia

 
 
• 

~ 1300 
The Travels of Marco Polo 

Marco Polo
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Gregorian calendar 
adopted 

• 
1582 

 

Queen Elizabeth I 
dies 
• 

1603 
 

 
 
• 

~ 1602 
Hamlet 

William Shakespeare

St. Bartholomew’s 
Day Massacre 

• 
1572 

The Lusiads 
Luis de Camões 

Henry VIII breaks away from 
Roman Catholic Church 

• 
1534 

Michelangelo begins 
work on David 

• 
1501 

 

C. Columbus lands 
in America 

• 
1492 

 

 
 
• 

1494 
The Ship of Fools 

Sebastian Brant

 
 
• 

1593 
Doctor Faustus 

Christopher Marlowe

The Ninety-Five Theses 
(M. Luther) 

• 
1517 

 

The Prince 
(N. Machiavelli) 

• 
1532 

 

Plot
Hamlet is a Danish prince. One day, his father 
dies – supposedly of a snakebite. At the wake the 
dad’s ghost appears, revealing that it had been 
murder! Hamlet’s uncle Claudius (= father’s 
brother) had poured poison in the ear of the 
sleeping king.
 The Ghost demands that Hamlet avenge 
him. Hamlet agrees and henceforth pretends 
to be mad. This works quite well but unfortu
nately it causes a rift between him and Ophelia, 
whom he had been wooing. Despite the distress 
caused by doubts and his contemplated sui
cide, Hamlet decides to stab to death Uncle 
Claudius, who is standing behind a curtain. 
Regrettably, the stabbed person turns out to be 
Polonius, Ophelia’s father.
 The plot thickens: Ophelia goes (genuinely) 
mad and kills herself. Her brother, Laertes, 
wants to avenge his sister and father; he challen
ges Hamlet to a duel in which an array of tricks 
and poison are involved. In the end the stage is 
littered with dead people.

Trivia
Of all Shakespeare’s heroes, Hamlet has the most 
dialogue and monologues. A challenge for any actor. 
Shakespeare had faith in one talented man: Richard 
Burbage, the head of the Lord Chamberlain’s Men 
theatre group of which Shakespeare was also a 
part. Shakespeare (aka the Bard, meaning “poet”) 
only had minor roles and wrote plays for the com
pany – Burbage was the star.

Quotes
Shakespeare’s dramas are crammed with 
quotes that have entered our everyday language.* 

Hamlet is no exception. These two are the most 
important ones:

To be or not to be, that is the question

– Hamlet asks himself at the beginning of  
a soliloquy about suicide: dare I, daren’t I?

The rest is silence

– the last words Hamlet utters before he  
collapses and dies.

Same but different
If you like grand tragedies with absurd plots, 
why not try: Macbeth (Scots, witches, ghosts, 
interwoven storylines), Romeo and Juliet 
(nightcap, feigned death, poison, real death, 
despair, more death) or Othello (a handker
chief leads to murder and suicide)?

Getting started with Shakespeare
Hamlet is no walk in the park. You may want to 
start off with one of Shakespeare’s lighter  
dramas like King Lear (tragic but less deman
ding) or simply with a comedy like A Midsum-
mer Night’s Dream.
 To this day, possibly the best way to enjoy 
Shakespeare is still in a theatre and not films 
featuring some heartthrob; or, quite simply, the 
audiobooks from the BBC Radio Collection.

* A horse! a horse! My kingdom for a horse! (Richard III); 
All that glisters is not gold. (The Merchant of Venice); 
All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely 
players. (As You Like it); Now is the winter of our discon-
tent. (Richard III); How sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is 
to have a thankless child! (King Lear); If music be the food 
of love, play on, (Twelfth Night).

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark

CLAUDIUS 
killed by 

Prince Hamlet

KING HAMLET 
killed by 
 Claudius

PRINCE HAMLET  
killed by Laertes’ 

poisoned 
sword tip

QUEEN GERTRUDE  
unintentionally killed by  

Claudius; she drank the poison 
that was meant for HamletPOLONIUS 

unintentionally stabbed to death 
by Prince Hamlet who  

mistook him for Claudius

LAERTES 
killed by Prince Hamlet  

because he waved about 
with Laertes’ (poisoned) swordWhat?

Well, who else 
could it be?

OPHELIA
dies by suicide  

(because: gone mad and  
father dead)

King HamletClaudius Queen Gertrude Polonius

LaertesOpheliaPrince Hamlet
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National legends *
A European selection

* To agree on one national hero is a difficult task for any country. France, for example, could decide between  
Victor Hugo, Émile Zola and Marcel Proust; Russia could just as well single out Fyodor Dostoevsky – and in  
Switzerland one could argue for both Max Frisch and Friedrich Dürrenmatt.

** “Lithuania, my country! You are as good health: How much one should prize you, he only can tell who has lost you.” 
The Lithuania referred to here is the region of the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth and not the modern country. But 
that’s another (geopolitical) story …

  1   THE NETHERLANDS  
The poet and dramatist Joost van 
den Vondel was part of the “Golden 
Age” movement during that golden 
17th century when things were 
hunkydory: business was good and 
art was great. 
 
  2   BELGIUM  
Two writer legends: Georges Simenon 
(Maigret) for the Walloons  
and Hugo Claus (The Sorrow of 
Belgium) for the Flemings. 
 
  3   CROATIA  
Unknown to many nonCroatians, 
Miroslav Krleža is considered the 
founder of modern Croatian litera
ture; the collection of short stories, 
The Croatian God Mars, is a 
significant contribution to antiwar 
writings. 
 
  4   FINLAND  
Aleksis Kivi was the first person 
to write in Finnish as opposed to 
Swedish. His now worldrenowned 
novel Seven Brothers received 
crushing reviews in 1870. Kivi only 
became the national poet after his 
early death.

  5   CZECH REPUBLIC  
Karel Hynek Mácha was also not 
appreciated in his lifetime and had 
to selfpublish the lyrical epos May. 
 
  6   POLAND  
The Polish national epic Sir  
Thaddeus, by Adam Mickiewicz, 
is about the Polish struggle against 
Russia. Every Polish schoolchild 
has to know the opening lines**  
by heart. 
 
  7   ROMANIA  
Mihai Eminescu became famous 
most notably for his poems (The 
Evening Star). In Romania he is a 
national hero if ever there was one: 
there are umpteen statues of him, 
he is depicted on the 500 lei note, 
and both his birthday and death 
anniversaries are paid homage to.

PORTUGAL
JOSÉ SARAMAGO
1922–2010

SPAIN
MIGUEL DE CERVANTES
1547–1616

FRANCE
VICTOR HUGO
1802–1885

  1
THE NETHERLANDS
JOOST VAN DEN VONDEL
1587–1679

  2
BELGIUM
GEORGES SIMENON (l.)
1903–1989
AND HUGO CLAUS (r.)
1929–2008

IRELAND
JAMES JOYCE
1882–1941 DENMARK

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
1805–1875

NORWAY
HENRIK IBSEN
1828–1906

UNITED KINGDOM
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
1564–1616

AUSTRIA
THOMAS BERNHARD
1931–1989

SWITZERLAND
FRIEDRICH DÜRRENMATT
1921–1990

ITALY
DANTE ALIGHIERI
(Say: Ali-gyeah-ry) 
1265–1321

  3
CROATIA
MIROSLAV KRLEŽA
(Say: Kir-lay-sha)
1893–1981

ICELAND
HALLDÓR LAXNESS
1902–1998

  6
POLAND
ADAM MICKIEWICZ
(Say: Meets-kyeah-vitsh)
1798–1855

RUSSIA
LEO TOLSTOY
1828–1910

GREECE
HOMER
(presumably  
born between 850 – 
1200 BC)

  5
CZECH REPUBLIC
KAREL HYNEK MÁCHA
(Say: Ma-cha)
1810–1836

  4
FINLAND
ALEKSIS KIVI
1834–1872

SWEDEN
AUGUST STRINDBERG
1849–1912

GERMANY
JOHANN W.  
VON GOETHE
(Say: Ger-ta) 
1749–1832

  7
ROMANIA
MIHAI EMINESCU
1850–1889

While some national writers are well-known 

throughout the world, others have slipped inter-

national notice. In brief: 
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• 

1804 
William Tell

Friedrich Schiller 

First steam 
locomotive

Napoleon Bonaparte  
crowns himself Emperor

 
Battle of Trafalgar 

• 
1805 

The Youth’s Magic Horn 
Clemens Brentano / Achim von Arnim

 
End of Holy Roman Empire 

• 
1806 

 
 
• 

1809 
Elective Affinities 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Napoleon 
invades Russia 

• 
1812 

Children’s and Household Tales 
Grimm brothers

 
First tin can 

• 
1810 

 

Beethoven completes  
Symphony No. 5 

• 
1808 

Faust Part 1 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe debuts in 1773 on a grand scale 
with his drama Götz von Berlichingen. He bedazzles the 

public and revolutionizes theatre as it is known. Until then, it 
had been imperative that dramas combine place, time and plot. 
Goethe overrules this principle in “Götz”: there are 50 differ ent 
settings and a multitude of parallel (!) plots. And it is written in a 
heartfelt language, much to the delight of the whole country.
 A year later, Werther is published (see p.21), a European 
bestseller. Only in his midtwenties, Goethe soars to new heights 
and heads for the pinnacle of literary success. He reaches it – if 
only decades after his death. During Goethe’s lifetime, Werther 
remains his biggest success. Goethe becomes a true celebrity, 
attain ing fame beyond the borders of Germany. After all, he not 
only writes the whole shebang (dramas, novels, poems, letters), 
but he also has a notion for politics, the arts and natural science. 
Goethe is made minister, studies the science of colours and the 
metamorphosis of plants.
 As for women: as a young man he falls in love with Charlotte 
Buff who is engaged to another man (Werther is a reference to 
this experience). Shortly after, Goethe is briefly engaged to Lili. 
He then falls in love with Charlotte von Stein: seven years his 
elder and married with seven children. But this doesn’t work out 
either (though it is not known if secretly maybe it does). Finally, 
Christiane Vulpius becomes Goethe’s lover. They marry in 1806, 
when Goethe is 57 years of age.
 Undoubtedly, the most important relationship Goethe has 
is with his writerfriend Friedrich Schiller. Initially, the Privy 
Councillor dislikes his younger colleague, but they soon become 
brothers in spirit. Schiller’s increasing success puts Goethe under 
pressure – and it is only after Schiller’s death that Goethe can 
finally finish Faust Part One, having worked on it for 60 years.

* A selection: Blood is a juice of rarest quality. // So this then was the kernel of the 
brute // I’m human here, here I can be! // Two souls, alas! dwell in my breast. (all 
from Faust Part 1); A word momentous calmly hast thou spoken. (Iphigenia in 
Tauris); Noble be man. Friendly and good. (On the Divine); Half drew she him, 
and half sank he. (The Fisherman); Do you know the land where the lemon trees 
blossom? (Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship).

Plot
Doctor Faust feels burnt out. Despite his 
extensive studies, he has failed to attain infinite 
wisdom. There’s simply too much to learn in 
this world. He tries to find the meaning of life 
through magic, but when a kobold (= goblin) 
doesn’t cooperate, Faust concludes that suicide 
is his only option. Just then, he hears the Easter 
morning bells. They remind him of happy child
hood days, and he changes his mind. On his 
Easter walk he is followed home by a stray black 
poodle who turns out to be Mephistopheles 
(= devil). A pact with the devil ensues.
 Faust sells his soul to Mephistopheles 
in return for being put out of his misery (= all 
wishes fulfilled). He gets a magic potion that  
rejuvenates him and gives him beer goggles. 
Enter Gretchen: plain, modest, ordinary. But, 
thanks to the cureall, she seems a proper femme 
fatale to Faust. He goes half mad with desire for 
her. Mephistopheles sees to it that his lust is 
fulfilled (we are told between the lines).

Then: some back and forth between the 
lovers, an abundance of metaphors, two 
murders and desperation at the end; Gret-
chen gets pregnant, kills her newborn child 
and is locked away in a dungeon; Faust and 
Mephistopheles run off.

Faust Part 2 came out twenty years later: yet 
more symbolism, mysticism and oddities, but 
with a happy ending.

Trivia
The story about Dr Faustus and his pact with 
the devil was old hat even in Goethes’ day: 
the wellknown legend had existed since the 
16th century. It was based on the real Faust, a 
miracle healer and magician, who traveled the 
country around 1500. A man who blew himself 
up in the attempt to make gold.

Getting started
Although Faust is quite straightforward and 
beautifully written, it isn’t a quick readthrough. 
 As another option, try other novels of Goethe  
(Elective Affinities or The Sorrows of Young  
Werther, see p. 21). Or opt for Goethe light: the 
ballads – short, exciting and all the bigwig of 
the German language.

JOHANN WOLFGANG VON GOETHE

Faust Part 1

★ 1749 in Germany 
  1832 in Germany

Name-drop enthusiasts, beware: 
"Goethe" is tricky to say.  
You’ll get close by saying "Ger-ta" 
(silent "r").

Goethe ranks as the 

most significant of all 

German writers. In 

Germany his abundant 

legacy of quotes remains 

unmatched* 

Goethe

Germany’s bigwig
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46
Suicide 

(hanging)

Infinite  
Jest

34

Cat on a Hot  
Tin Roof

44

A Streetcar  
Named Desire

36

71
Choking

(on bottle cap of eye drops) 

71
Heart attack

Sherlock 
Holmes

33

50

30

70

90

20

60

40

80

50

30

70

90

20

60

40

80

Aldous Huxley died  

on the same day as 

John F. Kennedy and 

C. S. Lewis

22 Nov.
1963

My wallpaper  
and I are fighting a duel 
to the death. One or the 

other of us has to go

I want nothing 
but death

You are  
wonderful

(to his wife)

I don’t think two people 
could have been happier 

than we have been.
(in the suicide note  

to her husband)
More light!

83
Presumably 
heart attack 

The Sorrows 
of Young 
Werther

25 

Faust

59

J. W. VON 
GOETHE

1749–1832

Emma

40

38

Pride and Prejudice

JANE 
AUSTEN

1775–1817

TENNESSEE 
WILLIAMS
1911–83

DAVID F. 
WALLACE

1962–2008

CHARLOTTE 
BRONTË
1816–55

Jane Eyre

31
30

Tuberculosis

EMILY 
BRONTË
1818–48

Wuthering 
Heights

29

46
As a result of his imprisonment

The Importance of 
Being Earnest

41

OSCAR 
WILDE

1854–1900

The Picture of 
Dorian Gray

37

Mrs. Dalloway

43

Orlando

46

43
Suicide 

(sleeping pills)

Mephisto

30

Arms and 
the Man

38

94
Old age

GEORGE B. 
SHAW

1856–1950

Pygmalion

57

61
Suicide 

(gunshot)

The Sun 
Also Rises

27

41
For Whom  

the Bell Tolls

The Old Man and 
the Sea

53

83
Old age

Les Misérables

I see  
black light

VICTOR 
HUGO

1802–85

60

The Hunchback of 
Notre-Dame

29

SIR ARTHUR 
CONAN DOYLE

1859–1930

VIRGINIA 
WOOLF

1882–1941

ERNEST 
HEMINGWAY
1899–1961

KLAUS 
MANN

1906–49

More deaths: Alcohol Jack London | Car crash Albert Camus, Anton Chekhov | Choking (whilst laughing) Anthony 
Trollop | Cocaine Georg Trakl, Gottfried Benne | Duel Alexander Pushkin | Murdered (by fashists) Federico García 
Lorca | Suicide (drowned) Paul Celan, (gas stove) Sylvia Plath, (shot) Heinrich von Kleist, Hunter S. Thompson

29 Age at publication  |   (selected) Novel  |   (selected) Drama  |   Famous last words  |   Age at death
KEY

How old?!
Life and works of writers

48
Run over 

by car

Gone with 
the Wind

36

MARGARET 
MITCHELL
1900–49

The Aviator

31

The Little 
Prince

44
Aircraft crash

44

ANTOINE DE 
SAINT-EXUPÉRY

1900–44

41
Presumably kidney ailment

59
Suicide 

(drowning)

38
Tuberculosis
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First 
television 

• 
1926

 
 
 
 

Dream Story 
Arthur Schnitzler

 
 
 
 

The Death Ship 
B. Traven

 
 
 
 

The Sun Also Rises 
Ernest Hemingway

1926

Ernest Hemingway is among the most acclaimed writers of the 
United States. He wrote brilliant novels and short stories, and 

lived an exciting life.
 Already at school Ernest is a keen and talented writer. Later, 
he works as a war reporter. In 1918, during the First World War, 
he volunteers to serve for the Red Cross as a driver at the Italian 
Front. He is injured, and in hospital, falls in love with a nurse 
(more or less the model for the story of A Farewell to Arms).
 Back in the United States, Hemingway carries on his work as a 
reporter, marries Hadley and moves to Paris. There, they live the 
life of the Roaring Twenties; they meet other artists, drink, have 
little money but a zest for life. In 1927 he has a breakthrough with 
The Sun Also Rises, divorces Hadley and heads straight into the 
next marriage with Pauline. Back to the States again, numerous 
travels, gamehunts in Africa with Karen Blixen’s husband, and 
war correspondence in the Spanish Civil War. His novels and short 
stories are inspired by his experience (to mention just a couple: 
The Snows of Kilimanjaro is set in Africa, For Whom the Bell 
Tolls plays in the Spanish Civil War).
 Hemingway is farfamed and a legend. His life, much like a 
novel, is packed: love affairs, binge drinking, war correspondence, 
boxing and hunting, two airplane crashes in Africa, four marr
iages, three children, Pulitzer for The Old Man and the Sea, and 
eventually a Nobel Prize. Written curtly, straight forward and sim
ply – the most important information is found between the lines. 
He called this method of omission “The Iceberg Theory”:

If a writer of prose knows enough of what he is writing about 
he may omit things that he knows and the reader, if the writer 
is writing truly enough, will have a feeling of those things as 
strongly as though the writer had stated them. The dignity of 
movement of an iceberg is due to only one-eighth of it being  
above water. A writer who omits things because he does not 
know them only makes hollow places in his writing.

Plot
Men, adventures, alcohol and women – these 
themes make up most of Hemingway’s novels. 
In this one, the adventure takes place in 
Pamplona at a corrida – a Spanish bullfight.
 Three of the men involved are American writ
ers: Robert, Bill and Mike (a breezy character). 
Jake is the narrator. The women are Brett 
(a nurse, Robert’s exlover, loved by Jake, 
en gaged to Mike) and Frances (apparently 
engaged to Robert who now rejects her).
 This spirited bunch comes together in Pamp
lona to drink and watch bullfights. Inevitably, 
conflicts arise: Robert tries it on with Brett 
(which upsets Mike, hurts Jake and Frances, 
and bores Brett), Brett gets involved with a 
young torero (which annoys Mike and Robert 
and hurts Jake). In the end, practically everyone 
is unhappy.

Trivia
After the First World War it was fashionable 
for American writers to move to Paris, France: 
F. Scott Fitzgerald, T. S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, John 
Dos Passos and Ernest Heming way all went 
to the city of lights. They met in cafés and 
bars, debated, drank, wrote, lived and loved. 
The American writer Gertrude Stein, host of a 

literary salon in Paris, called Hemingway and 
his friends the Lost Generation* – they were 
disenchanted from the war, inclined to alcohol 
and love affairs. And all were ingenious writers.

Getting started with Hemingway
Although Hemingway is famous for his clear, 
plain language (see page opposite) The Sun 
Also Rises is a demanding read. If you want to 
get to know this great US writer, why not start by 
reading his marvelous memories of the 1920s: 
A Moveable Feast and, of course, the novel  
he Old Man and the Sea (see p. 134).

* In A Moveable Feast Hemingway also tells the story of 
how Gertrude Stein came to this term: she got it from the 
boss of a car workshop. When the mechanics couldn’t 
repair Steins Ford T, the boss called them a génération 
perdue. Gertrude Stein promptly took up this name for 
Hemingway and his clique adding: “You have no respect 
for anything. You drink yourself to death.”

ERNEST HEMINGWAY

The Sun Also Rises

★ 1899 in Illinois, USA 
  1961 in Idaho, USA

Hemingway was a war 

reporter, a game hunter 

in Africa, and womanizer

Hemingway suffers from depres-
sion. At age 61 he shoots himself 
and dies by suicide just like his 
father, brother, sister and grand-
child. A tragic, famous family.

Hemingway

The Daredevil

 
 
• 

1928 
 

Invention  
of toast

W. Disney creates  
Mickey Mouse

Penicillin discovered  
(A. Fleming)

 
 
 
 

Lady Chatterley’s Lover 
D. H. Lawrence 
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Currer Bell
Charlotte Brontë

Ellis Bell
Emily Brontë

Lewis Carroll
Charles Lutwidge Dodgson

W. C. Fields,
Mahatma Kane Jeeves
William Claude Dukenfield

Dorothea van Male u. a.
Hugo Claus

Richard Bachman
Stephen King

Brynjolf Bjarme
Henrik Ibsen

A Lady
Jane Austen

Stendhal
Marie Henri Beyle

George Eliot
Mary Ann Evans

Acton Bell
Anne Brontë

George Orwell
Eric Arthur Blair

Gorch Fock
Johann Wilhelm Kinau

Janosch
Horst Eckert

Erich Maria Remarque
Erich Paul Remark Mark Twain

Samuel Langhorne Clemens

John le Carré
David John Moore Cornwell

Fernando Pessoa
Antonio Nogueira de Seabra

Voltaire
François Marie Arouet

Molière
Jean-Baptiste Poquelin

Truman Capote
Truman Streckfus Persons

Pablo Neruda
Neftalí Ricardo Reyes Basoalto

Peter Panther, Theobald Tiger, 
Ignaz Wrobel u. a. 

Kurt Tucholsky

Novalis
Georg Philipp Friedrich Freiherr 

von Hardenberg

Anthony Burgess
John Burgess Wilson

Robert Galbraith
J. K. Rowling

Tania Blixen
Karen Blixen

Hans Fallada
Rudolf Ditzen

Jean Améry
Hans Mayer

Joachim Ringelnatz
Hans Bötticher

Heinz G. Konsalik
Heinz Günther

Patricia Highsmith
Patricia Plangman

Anne Golon
Simone Changeux

Utta Danella
Utta Schneider

Jack London
John Griffith Chaney

Jean Améry
Hans Mayer

Pseudonym
Real name

LEGEND

Nom de plume
Writers and pen names
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Bestseller
The top-selling books of all time *

* Religious and political oeuvres are out of competition. A comparison between the Bible and the Hobbit  
would not only be unfair but also bogus because one could only guess the print run of the Bible (approx. two to 
three billion copies). The same goes for The Little Red Book (more than one billion copies), The Communist 
Manifesto (approx. 500 million copies) and the Koran (approx. 200 million).

1937

1954

1887
1939

J. R. R. TOLKIEN

THE LORD OF THE RINGS
150 MILLION

J. R. R. TOLKIEN

THE HOBBIT
100 MILLION

AGATHA CHRISTIE

AND THEN THERE WERE NONE
100 MILLION

SIR HENRY RIDER HAGGARD

SHE
83 MILLION

DAN BROWN

THE DA VINCI CODE
80 MILLION

1937

NAPOLEON HILL

THINK AND GROW RICH

70 MILLION

2003

ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

THE LITTLE PRINCE
140 MILLION

CHARLES DICKENS

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
200 MILLION

C. S. LEWIS

THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE
85 MILLION

1859
1950

1943

J. K. ROWLING

HARRY POTTER AND THE 
PHILOSOPHER’S STONE
120 MILLION

1997

Contrary to popular belief, The Lord of the Rings is not a 
trilogy but a novel published in three volumes (against Tolkien’s 
wish). For more, see p. 111.
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The Golden Notebook 
Doris Lessing

 
 
 
 

A Clockwork Orange 
Anthony Burgess

Rolling Stones 
formed

Campbell’s Soup 
(A. Warhol)

First
Ferrari

 
 
• 

1962

 
 
 
 

The Three Investigators 
Robert Arthur

 
 
 
 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
Roald Dahl

 
 
• 

1964

C. Clay wins 1st world title + 
renames himself Muhammad Ali

 
 
 
 

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold 
John le Carré

 
 
• 

1963 
V. 

Thomas Pynchon

 
 
 
 

Divided Heaven 
Christa Wolf

“Ich bin ein Berliner” 
(J. F. Kennedy) 

“I have a dream” 
(M. L. King)

J. F. Kennedy 
assassinated

 
 
 
 

The Clown 
Heinrich Böll

Short and sweet
A literary run-through

John le Carré
The Spy Who Came in from The Cold

To figure out that this is an espionage novel is 
a nobrainer. But the novel takes this genre to 
another level (fewer car chases, shootouts and 
women, more social criticism, politics, psycho
logical stuff and a very unhappy ending).
 Berlin in the nineteenfifties. Alec Leamas is 
head of the MI6 office and things are not going 
well: his agents in East Germany are being elim
inated one by one. Leamas goes back to Lon
don, lands a desk job (and a lover), lets himself 
go and even ends up in prison.
  It turns out that this is just a trick to make 
the other side believe he’s easy to recruit. 
A complex back and forth follows: (double) 
agents and (contra) spies outsmart one another 
and the goodies are the baddies and vice versa.
 In the end everyone winds up in East Berlin. 
In an attempt to escape over the Berlin Wall, 
Leamas’ exlover gets shot. He rushes to her 
and gets killed likewise.
 James Bond is passé: John le Carré’s secret 
intelligence services are unpleasant and their 
agents are tragic heroes at best.

doriS leSSing
The golden noTebook

The author Anna Wulf suffers from writer’s 
block. She keeps four notebooks: a black one 
for memories of Africa (the place of her birth), 
a red one about her political activities, a yellow 
one with ideas for novels and a blue one for 
every thing else. Sure enough, she overcomes 
her depression with the help of the notebooks 
and winds each one up with a final black line. 
She is now at peace with herself and can start a 
new notebook, the golden notebook. 
 This is embedded in another plot. A novel in 
itself, entitled Free Women. It is about Anna 
and Molly (a mediocre actress), both single 
par ents, politically active and bright intellec
tuals. Themes of love, sex and men are ex plored 
(as is the female orgasm – a shock for many 
back in the nineteensixties) but Doris Lessing 
has always defended this book from being  
labelled a feminist novel.
 PS: this might be the most famous book of 
the Nobel Prize winner but it is not necessarily 
the easiest one to read. To get started try The 
Grass is Singing or The Fifth Child.

heinriCh böll
The CloWn 

Ansichten eines Clowns

Hans Schnier is a clown. In 
his end twenties, relatively 
successful and happy with his 
girlfriend, Marie. But when 
they decide to marry, trouble 
starts. Marie is a Catholic but 
Hans wants on no account 
to live by the order of the 
Church. Marie leaves him. 
He starts drinking, his career 
goes down the drain, nobody 
helps him. At the end of the 
novel he sits on the steps of 
the Bonn train station and 
waits for Marie’s return.
 This novel caused contro
versy: criticism of the Catholic 
Church was not taken to kind
ly. And yet, Böll maintains that 
his principal focus was on the 
love story – crushed by di
verging human values and the 
power of an institution.

ThomaS pynChon
V.

Benny Profane, a scatter
brain, meets the nitpicky 
Herbert Stencil, who 
tries to decipher his father’s 
diary. In it, the letter V. keeps 
coming up.
 Stencil reckons it must 
stand for his mother and, dur
ing the quest for her identity, 
works himself up into a series 
of absurd ideas.
 So much, roughly, to the 
plot. The rest of the novel is 
postmodern (i.e., several lay
ers of meaning, spaces / places 
in time and parallel plots 
that the reader has to as
semble himself). Sounds 
like hard work and it is hard 
work – the novel was a success  
nevertheless.
 Directly after publication, 
Thomas Pynchon retreated 
from public view. He has 
written (successful) novels 
time and again, but for 40 
years nobody has caught as 
much as a glimpse of him. 
He jokes about it himself and 
occasio nally appears on The 
Simpsons – with a bag over 
his head.

roald dahl
Charlie and The 

ChoColaTe faCTory

Charlie comes from a poor 
family. His big dream is to  
one day visit Willy Wonka’s 
(mysterious) chocolate fac tory.  
The bizarre owner keeps his 
gates locked to the eyes of 
the public – until the day he 
surprises the world with a 
pub licity stunt: he has hid
den golden tickets in five of 
his chocolate bars. Whoever 
gets the lu cky ticket wins the 
chance to see the factory from 
the inside.
 Sure enough, Charlie gets 
one of the highly soughtafter 
tickets and is taken on a tour 
around Willy Wonka’s fac
tory – along with four other 
children. 
 The other kids are all 
annoy ing in their own way 
and are met with accidents – 
one after the other – during 
the tour. Only Charlie re
mains. Because Charlie is a 
plea sant child, Willy Wonka 
passes the factory down to 
him and invites Charlie’s 
family to move into the choco
late factory.
 Roald Dahl wrote not only 
children’s books but also 
brilliant, macabre stories for 
adults.
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2008 Fukushima  
nuclear disaster 

• 
2011 

Fifty Shades of Grey 
E. L. James

 
 
• 

2008 
Cash 

Richard Price

Global financial  
crisis  

B. Obama 
elected POTUS

 
 
• 

2013
Americanah 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

Black Lives Matter 
movement (USA)

NSA scandal  
(E. Snowden)

Brexit  
referendum

D. Trump  
elected POTUS
 
 
• 

2016

 
 
 
 

A Visit from the Goon Squad 
Jennifer Egan

 
Arab Spring

 
 
• 

2010

Plot
Here’s a question: why does Michelle Obama 
straighten her hair? This novel revolves around 
this question (the answer = because it’s what 
society demands of her!): In the 1990s, young 
Ifemelu leaves her homeland of Nigeria and 
her childhood sweetheart, Obinze, to study 
at Princeton. With no work permit, she is on 
the verge of prostitution – something she is so 
ashamed of that she breaks all ties to Obinze. 

Eventually Ifemelu meets a rich white man 
who gives her a green card. And her blog about 
everyday racism in the United States grows in 
popularity. Nonetheless, she eventually returns 
to Nigeria and makes up with Obinze.

This novel is about discrimination in all its 
forms, (quite a bit) about hair – and about the 
understanding that the colour of someone’s 
skin is still more relevant than it should be.

Body of work
Adichie first publishes poems, short stories 
and a play. In 2003 she gains fame with her first 
novel, Purple Hibiskus, which is set in Africa, 
just like her second novel, Half of a Yellow 
Sun (2006). Adichie wins prizes and is regularly 
invited to speak about discrimination, women’s 
rights and the importance of home. With her 
third novel, Americanah (2013), Adichie lands 
an international bestseller.

About Adichie
This author is a godsend for any marketing de
partment: intelligent, successful, charis matic, 
funny and – rather unusual in the literature 
business – an entertainer. Regardless of the 
occasion (university lecture, TV interview 

or talk show), Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s 
enthusiasm is contagious.* She starts with 
funny anec dotes about hair and – still chuck
ling – pivots to the actual, serious topic: the 
subtle but everyday racism in the USA. How 
these two themes are related can be read, 
among her other books, in her hit novel 
Americanah.

At the age of 19, Adichie left Nigeria to study 
in the USA. Today, she stays connected to her 
roots, living alternately in Nigeria and the USA. 
She regularly expresses her political thoughts 
and is an important voice for Africa in the 
western world.

 
* Her terrific TED talk We Should All Be Feminists has been 
viewed millions of times on YouTube. Beyoncé incorpo
rates some of it into her song Flawless.
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Americanah, 2013

USA ChemicalsGB

13 years later …

SELL-OUT: WHITE GIRL SWING CHEMICAL KARMA

CRISIS HAIRCUT

NIGERIAN 
CORNROWS

BLOGGER STYLE THIS-IS-ME TWIST

STRAIGHTENING IDENTITY

NIGERIA

CONFIDENT AFRO

Americanah

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI ADICHIE

Americanah
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